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Problem A. Can a finite zero of a random sparse polynomial system as in equation (1) be found
approximately, on
ř
I shall consider systems of complex Laurent polynomial
the average, in time polynomial in i #Ai with a uniform
equations of the form:
algorithm?
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In applications we may also want to find all the roots, not
..
(1)
. ř
just
one. Nowadays all our computers and even cell phones
a1 a2
an
Fn pZq “
are parallel. We should also ask
aPAn fi,a Z1 Z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Zn
where each Ai Ă Zn is a finite set. It is natural to restrict
Problem B. Can every finite zero of a random polynomial
the roots of such system to points Z P pCzt0uqn or belonging
system as in equation (1) beř
found approximately, on the averto a certain toric variety, which is a compactification thereof.
age, in time polynomial in i #Ai with a uniform algorithm
Systems such as (1) can be solved by homotopy methods. I
running in parallel, one parallel process for every expected
intend to discuss some of the results obtained in (Malajovich,
zero?
TAb). The reason for toric varieties is the following theorem:
One can assume that some preliminary information such
Theorem 1. (Bernstein, Kušnirenko, and Hovanskiı̆, 1976)
as a lower mixed subdivision is given as input to a homotopy
n
Let A1 , . . . , An Ă Z be finite sets. Let Ai be the convex hull
algorithm. An algorithm to find this mixed subdivision in
of Ai . Let B be the coefficient of λ1 . . . λn in the polynomial
reasonable time was given by Malajovich (TAa). ImplemenVolpλ1 A1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λn An q.
tation issues were also discussed, and an alternative symbolic
where λ1 , . . . , λn are assumed to be positive real undetermi- method that can also be used to recover the mixed subdivision
nates. For a generic choice of coefficients fia P C, the system was given by Jensen (TA)
Then there is the challenge of producing efficient homoof equations (1) above has exactly B roots x in pCzt0uqn . The
topy algorithms for solving a given, non-random polynomial
number of isolated roots is never more than B.
system. As we will see, some of the mathematics involved is
The scaled mixed volume B can be exponentially sharper also related to random polynomial systems or random paths
than Bézout or multi-homogeneous Bézout bounds for the of polynomial systems. But by insisting on finding roots on
number of solutions. The remaining generic solutions in Pn toric varieties, we quickly arrive to unfamiliar mathematical
not in pCzt0uqn are actually an artifact of homogenizing and objects and to a stack of open problems.
adding extra dimensions to parameter space. They are not
needed!
2. Fewnomial spaces and toric varieties
A lot is known about dense random polynomial systems.
Most authors now assume a unitary invariant inner product
To be able to speak of random equations or random polyon polynomial space, which allows to introduce a Gaussian nomials one should first specify an appropriate function space.
probability distribution.
Without requiring functions to be holomorphic we forego the
Smale’s 17-th problem asked about an average polynomial quest for global theorems, so functions must be required to
time algorithm for finding one approximate solution for such be holomorphic. For convenience we will assume that each
systems. It was solved by Beltrán and Pardo (2009, 2011) function space is a linear space with a given inner product.
using randomized algorithms and then by Lairez (TA), who
Definition 2. A fewnomial space F of functions over a comprovided a deterministic algorithm.
plex manifold M is a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions
Unfortunately, ˆthe input
˙ size is the size of the coefficient
from M to C, such that the evaluation form
ř di ` n
space, that is i
for n homogeneous n ` 1-variate
n
V : M ÝÑ C
polynomials
of degree d1 , . . . , dn . This can be much larger
f ÞÝÑ f pxq
ř
that #Ai . Most polynomial systems coming from applicasatisfies:
tions are sparse.
1. Sparse polynomial systems in general

i. For all x, V pxq is a continuous linear form.
ii. For all x, V pxq is not the zero form.
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The fewnomial space F is said to be non-degenerate if and
only if,
iii. For all x, the projection of DV pxq onto V pxqK has
full rank.
1
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At each point x, the momentum map mpxq is also a convex
linear combination of the points in A. Points at toric infinity
map to points on the boundary of ConvpAq (Figure 1).
Now let A1 , . . . , An be finite sets. We consider the sparse
system (1) where each fi belongs to some FAi . We have now
n reproducing kernels, each one inducing a Hermitian inner
product on M “ pCzt0uqn and with one momentum map.
Each of the function spaces admits an independent pRn q˚
additive action.
The toric variety V associated to the system 1 is the
Zariski closure of tprV1 pxqs, . . . , rVn pxqsq : x P M uĎ PpFA1 q
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆPpFAn q. Each possible choice of f1 , . . . , fn corresponds
to a codimension-n subspace of PpFA1 q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ PpFAn q. Not
all codimension-n subspaces are possible. The generic number
of intersections with V is precisely the scaled mixed volume
B from Theorem 1.
Each Hermitian inner form can be recovered from its imaginary part, which is a Kähler 1-1 form ωi . Assuming that
Figure 1. The momentum map for the two
each fi is an independant Gaussian variable with unit covarisolutions of the running example between t “
ance, the root density is proportional to the outer product
1 (center) and t “ 0 (on the boundary).
ω1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ωn .
In this sense, the toric variety V is a manifold with n
Hermitian metrics (or equivalently n Kähler forms). At this
Fewnomial spaces are reproducing kernel spaces, with retime, we may add all of them and use product metric to
producing kernel Kpx, yq “ V pxqpV pyq˚ q. The pull-back
measure norms on V :
of the Fubini-Study metric in PpF ˚ q. defines a Hermitian
def
(2)
x¨, ¨yx “ x¨, ¨yFA1 ,x ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x¨, ¨yFAn ,x .
structure on M , denoted by x¨, ¨yF ,x .
A classical example is Bergman’s space of holomorphic Running example, part 1. The family
ˆ
˙
functions on a domain of Cn with L 2 inner product. The
tX ´ tXY ` Y 2 ´ t2 Y 3
univariate affine and hyperbolic Gaussian analytic functions (3)
ft pX, Y q “
X ` XY ´ Y 2 ´ Y 3 .
can also be understood as a random element of a suitable
on the toric variety V , namely
space of fewnomials. Other examples are the spaces Hd of admits two ‘finite’ solutions
1`t2
´2 ´1
n`1
,
´1q.
When t Ñ 0, both solutions
pt
,
t
q
and
p´
homogeneous polynomials in C
or spaces of sparse polyno2t
a
converge
to
different
points
at
toric ‘infinity’ and those can
mial systems with orthonormal basis p. . . , ρa X , . . . qaPA for
be
efficiently
approximated.
a given ρ : A Ñ p0, 8q. A multiplication between fewnomial spaces which is functorial in most of the invariants is
3. Condition numbers
described in (Malajovich, 2013).
By changing coordinates Xi “ exi one can transform a
Two condition numbers turn out to be extremely helpful
sparse polynomial
into
a
sparse
exponential
sum.
Let
M
“
for
the analysis of sparse homotopy algorithms. We start with
?
Cn mod 2π ´1Zn . Let Fa be the complex vector space the toric condition number:
with orthonormal basis p. . . , ρa eax , . . . qaPA .
Definition 3. The toric condition number of f at x is
Arguably, the most important tool in the theory of homo›¨
˛´1 ›
f1
›
›
topy algorithms for homogeneous polynomial systems is the
› }f1 }}V1 pxq} pDV1 pxq ´ V1 pxqm1 pxqq
›
›
˚
‹
›
.
invariance by U pn ` 1q-action, as explained by Blum et al.
›
˚
‹
›
.
µpf , xq “ ›˝
.
‚ ›
(1998). We cannot use this technique here. Thus we need an
›
›
fn
› }f }}V pxq} pDVn pxq ´ Vn pxqmn pxqq
›
alternative tool.
n
n
x

The additive group ppRn q˚ , `q acts on the set of all expo- where the operator norm from Cn (with canonical inner prodnential sums by
uct) into pM , } ¨ }x q is assumed.
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
Malajovich and Rojas (2004) provided some probabilistic
fa ρa eax ÞÑ
fa ρa epa´mqx “ e´mx
fa ρa eax .
m,
aPA
aPA
aPA
estimates for the condition number in the unmixed case, that
is when A1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ An . There are also results that hold for
A particular choice of m P pRn q˚ plays the rôle of the canonnon-degenerate fewnomial spaces. Little is known about the
ical basis in the U pn ` 1q-invariant homogeneous theory. This
general mixed case.
particular choice is related to an invariant of the toric action
?
By momentum map action, we may assume that m1 pxq “
on Cn : each θ P pS 1 qn “ Rn mod Zn maps x to x ` 2πθ ´1.
¨ ¨ ¨ “ mn pxq “ 0. In that case, each of the rows of the matrix
The reproducing kernel Kpx, xq is invariant through this acreads as
¨
˛
tion, and the Hermitian metric happens to be equivariant.
..
.
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˚
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Open question 1. Assume that x is fixed. Let f “ pf1 , . . . ,
fn q be a Gaussian random
“ variable with‰ unit covariance. Find
a sharp bound for Prob µpf , xq ą ´1 .
It would be nice if the probability of ill-posedness could be
bounded in terms of the mixed volume form, for subsequent
integration. Compare with Bürgisser and Cucker (2013, Cor.
4.23)
Open question 2. Assume that x is fixed. Let f “ pf1 , . . . ,
fn q be a Gaussian
random variable with unit covariance.
Es“
‰
timate Prob ω1 pxq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ωn pxqµpf , xq ą ´1 .
A really useful theorem for dense polynomial systems is
the higher derivative estimate
pmax di q3{2
µpf , xq.
2
as explained by Blum et al. (1998, Th. 2 Sec.14.2). Above,
γpf , xq is the invariant from alpha-theory and the radius of
quadratic convergence of Newton iteration is Opγpf , xq´1 q.
This high derivative estimate is not true any more in the
sparse context, but we have instead
1
γpf , xq ď µpf , xqνpf , xq.
2
for the invariant ν defined below:
γpf , xq ď

Definition 4.
νpxq “ max νi pxq
i

where
νi pxq “ max sup |pa ´ mi pxqqu|.
aPAi }u}i,x ď1

Open question 3. What is Probpνpf, xq ą ´1 q, when x is
the root of a random Gaussian polynomial?
4. The condition length
Define the solution variety as
"
*
S0 “ pf , xq P PpFA1 q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ PpFAn q ˆ M : f pxq “ 0

Figure 2. Top: Unit circles for the Hermitian metric x¨, ¨yi,x from the running example,
at several points. The circles are centered at
mi pxq and shrinked by a factor of 10 to fit in
the picture. Bottom: radius νi circles of the
dual metric. Both pictures are independent
of the value of i.

Let pft , zt q, t0 ď t ď t1 be a path in the solution variety. A
typical homotopy algorithm will attempt to numerically approximate such a path, where ft and zt0 are known. Following
Shub (2009), the cost of dense path-following can be bounded produces y0 “ xN with
in terms of the condition length. Define
1
ż t1
µpfT , zT qνpzT q}zT ´ y0 }zT ď u0
b
2
L ppft , zt q : t0 , t1 q “
µpft , zt qνpzt q }f9t }2ft ` }z9 t }2zt dt.
for the same constant u0 . Moreover, the sequence yi`1 “
t0
N pfT , yi q is well-defined and satisfies
The main result in (Malajovich, TAb) is:
i

}yi ´ zT }zT ď 2´2 `1 }y0 ´ zT }zT .
Main Theorem. Let pft , zt qtPr0,T s be a rectifiable path in
S0 zΣ1 . Let x0 be an approximation for z0 , satisfying
Running example, part 2. I show in (Malajovich, TAb) that
1
´
¯
µpf0 , z0 qνpz0 q}z0 ´ x0 }z0 ď u0
L pft , pxt , yt qq ; , 1 P Θplogp1{qq
2
?

for the constant u0 “ 3´2 7 » 0.090994 ¨ ¨ ¨ . Then, there is a where px, yq “ plogpXq, logpY qq. In comparison, the condition
time mesh 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN “ T with
length for the homogeneous setting as in (Shub, 2009) satisfies
Q
´
¯U
´
¯
N ď 32 L pft , zt q; 0, T
L pf , rX : Y : 1sq; , 1 P Θp1{qq.
t

so that the approximation
xi`1 “ N pfti , xi q

t

t

This amounts to an exponentially worse bound on the number
of homotopy steps, due to the fact that in projective space the

4

The results in (Malajovich, TAb) also hold when the Hermitian metric is replaced by the Finsler structure in the condition numbers. This may be sharper, yet unwieldy.
Open question 5. Let C : Tx M Ñ Cn . Compute ~C ´1 ~x
in time Opn4 q or better.
Questions 1 and 2 can also be restated in terms of the
Finsler structure.
Another ambitious project would be to reproduce the state
of the art in probabilistic analysis of homotopy algorithms for
sparse polynomials.
Open question 6. Reproduce the results from Armentano et
al. (TA) in the sparse context.
Open question 7. What about the results by Beltrán and
Shub (2009)? Is there a sparse version?
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The definition of the product metric in (2) is unnatural.
It loses information. I expect all meaningful invariants of the
theory to be invariant or linear in λi when we replace one of
the n function spaces FAi by its λi -th power pFAi qλi “ FλAi .
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